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digital loops were stored and analyzed offline with Echo PAC
software.
RESULTS One hundred and twenty-eight patients were enrolled,
including 58 males and 70 females, mean age (57.22�15.93) years. The
device leads position was evaluated at the tricuspid annular level
using RT-3DE. Among the Interfering lead group: the lead impinged
on the P leaflet in 10 patients, impinged on the S leaflet in 35 patients
and impinged on the A leaflet in 4 patients, Among the Non-
interfering lead group: the device leads were located in the
commissure of two leaflets, the majority of the leads were in PS
(n¼37), 6 leads were in AS and 5 leads were in AP, 24 patients showed
device leads in the middle of the tricuspid orifice. Using a multivar-
iate stepwise logistic regression analysis, the presence of an inter-
fering lead was the only factor associated with TR worsening
OR¼8.863 (95% CI: 3.639-21.585; p¼0.001). The cutoff for 3D VCA was
0.55cm2 with sensitivity of 82% and specificity of 88% in predicting
severe TR.
CONCLUSIONS RT-3DE can straightforward visualize tricuspid valves
on one plane simultaneously, which facilitate identifying the mech-
anism of Lead-induced tricuspid regurgitation (LITR) and quantify
tricuspid regurgitation severity.
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OBJECTIVES Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is efficacious
in the treatment of chronic heart failure (CHF); however, due to its
non-physiological attribute, some patients are unresponsive. The
present study used rate-adaptive atrioventricular delay (RAAVD) to
track the physiological atrioventricular delay and investigated the
effects of left univentricular pacing on CRT.
METHODS A total of 58 cases with chronic heart failure fulfilling the
indication of CRT Class I were enrolled in the study. Based on the
principle of 1:1 pairing, they were categorized into left univentricular
pacing by RAAVD and the standard biventricular pacing groups. Pre-
operative and postoperative electrocardiography QRS duration,
echocardiographic indicators, quality of life, cardiac function, and
annual treatment cost were estimated. The standard deviation (RS/R-
SD5) of the S/R ratio in lead V1 at five heart rate segments in the left
univentricular pacing by RAAVD was calculated, and the accuracy of
RAAVD in tracking the physiological AV delay was evaluated.
RESULTS The comparison between the left univentricular pacing by
RAAVD group and the standard biventricular pacing group after
operation showed a significantly reduced QRS duration (136�11 vs.
145�11ms, P<0.05), increased AVVTI (21.82�2.25 vs. 20.45�2.13cm,
P<0.05), reduced IVMD (64.30�12.29 vs. 71.39�13.64 ms, P<0.05),
decreased MRA (3.09�1.21 vs. 3.73�1.19cm2, P<0.05), and reduced
average annual treatment cost (1.31�0.1 vs. 2.20�0.2 million Yuan,
P<0.05). The RS/R-SD5 in the left univentricular pacing by RAAVD
group was negatively correlated with the improvements in the cardiac
function (r¼-0.394, P¼0.031).
CONCLUSIONS The left univentricular pacing by RAAVD acquires
treatment effects similar to those of the standard biventricular pacing,
which is an economically and physiologically effective method for
biventricular systolic resynchronization in the treatment of CHF.
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OBJECTIVES The left ventricular lead (LV lead)location is one of the
most important factors to improve cardiac resynchronization ther-
apy(CRT)response, so it is critical to choose an optimal coronary vein
during the implantation. Most clinical trials suggested that the LV lead
should be implanted in the latest activation site of coronary vein. In
this study, we attempt to acquire the activation pattern of coronary
veins using the three-dimensional electroanatomic mapping to target
the optimal LV lead site.
METHODS 5 CRT patients (3 males) with CLBBB underwent EnSite
NavX (St. Jude Medical Inc) mapping during CRT implantation. After
coronary venography, Visionwire guidewire was introduced into all
available CS branches as a mapping electrode and the pacing
threshold and phrenic nerve stimulation acquired simultaneously.
RESULTS Electrical activation pattern of 14 coronary veins were
successfully acquired in 5 patients using EnSite NavX system. The
latest activation location was in the middle of lateral vein in 2 patients
and 3 in the tip of posterolateral vein, LV lead successful implanted in
these locations separately and the pacing parameter were appropriate,
after the optimal biventricular pacing, QRS duration narrowed 39ms
averagely.
CONCLUSIONS It is feasible to target the optimal coronary vein using
the three-dimensional electroanatomic mapping during the LV lead
implantation in CRT patients.
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OBJECTIVES AVNRT is the commonest Supraventricular tachycardia,
but the method to type AVNRT was not determined. This article is to
analyze the method to type the atrioventricular nodal reentrant
tachycardia (AVNRT)and to discuss the technique and strategies using
for radiofrequency catheter ablation of different types of AVNRT.
METHODS 106 patients with atypical types of AVNRT and 50 pa-
tients with slow/fast AVNRT at the same period were selected in this
study. Analyzing the electrophysiological characteristics and ablation
strategies of these patients. The antegrade conduction time of slow
pathway was defined as AH interval �200ms during AVNRT.
Methods A and B were utilized to measure the AH and HA interval of
AVNRT in this study. AVNRT was typed to slow/fast form, fast/slow
form, slow/slow form and multiple form depending on the length of
AH interval and the conduction sequence of the retrograde atrial
activation. Verify of typing diagnosis according to the electrophysi-
ological characteristics before and after ablation and the strategy of
ablation.
RESULTS Of the 1000 patients of AVNRT, 106 patients (10.6%) had
the atypical forms of AVNRT, including 43 patients with fast/slow
form, 45 patients with slow/slow form, and 18 patients with multiple
form (14 patients with fast/slow form, 12 patients with slow/slow
form). By using the method A, the patients diagnosed as fast/slow
form had the specificity of 100%, sensitivity of 94.7%, positive pre-
dictive value of 95.0% and negative predictive value of 100%; and the
patients diagnosed as slow/slow form had the specificity of 94.7%,
sensitivity of 100%, positive predictive value of 100%, and negative
predictive value of 95.0%. By using the method B, the patients
diagnosed as fast/slow form had the specificity of 96.5%, sensitivity
of 100%, positive predictive value of 100%, and negative predictive
value of 96.6%; and the patients diagnosed as slow/slow form had the
specificity of 100%, sensitivity of 96.5%, positive predictive value of
96.6%, and negative predictive value of 100%. Of all the patients
with slow/fast form, slow/slow form and 39 patients with fast/slow
form in this study, successful ablation was performed at the site
between tricuspid annulus (TA) and the orifice of coronary sinus
(CSO), the right posterior extension (RPE); in 3 patients with fast/slow
form AVNRT, successful ablation was finally achieved at the proximal
CS and /or the atrial aspect of the proximal mitral annulus (possibly
the left posterior extension, LPE). Of all the 18 patients with
multiple form of AVNRT, ablation from the RPE eliminated AVNRT
in 15 patients, and ablation from the LPE and RPE cured AVNRT in
3 patients.
CONCLUSIONS There was a higher specificity and sensitivity for the
diagnosis of fast/slow form and slow/slow form AVNRT by using the
method of measuring AH and HA interval on the site with earliest
retrograde atrial activation(ERAA). This method should be utilized to
type AVNRT and to guide the ablation strategy for AVNRT.
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